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35 min. Large Augsburg tour
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Helicopter flight over the university city of Augsburg, Augsburg's historic sights, Monastery Welden,
Rosenau Stadium, Schloss Wellenburg, Fugger Castle, Castle Friedberg, Dasing and return to the
airport Augsburg.

The route is dependent on the weather and of course aviation safety, otherwise the pilot attempts to
fulfill your wishes in compliance with the flight time.

With start at Augsburg Airport direction east the great Augsburg tour begins. It leads us first
through the more than 2000 year old university town of Augsburg, its old town and overlooking the
various attractions.

The helicopter then heading for the monastery of Welden. Passing the Rosenau Stadium, the first
large newly built sports arena after the 2nd World War, it goes in the connectors facing the castle
Wellenburg. The since 1595 inhabited by the family Fugger-Babenhausen Fuggerschloss is not for
public accessible, providing our passengers with its two-kilometer access road, a glimpse of a special
kind. The helicopter gives off the air a unique motif for photographers - the 150 linden avenue
planted the castle.

Next highlight on the great Augsburg tour appeared before us the 45 million dollar SGL Arena,
venue of the first division soccer FC Augsburg and the first carbon neutral football stadium in the
world! 30,000 people have space but few football fans have seen the stadium before on the bird's-
eye view.

Almost next door is also the next highlight of our helicopter flight, the Friedberg Castle with the city
wall, founded in 1264 by Duke Ludwig II.
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For landing it then goes to Dasing, past back to the starting point of the round trip tour, the
Augsburg airport.

Duration of the experience:
The flight time is 35 minutes.

 

 

 


